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Abstract—IoT application automation is intricate challenge when it come to heterogeneous devices, 
sensors and real-time application to synchronize. For integrating IoT devices, the protocols play a 
vital role in deployment. This paper is intended to present communication scenario at application 
level with the help of message broker. The standardized MQTT messaging protocol can be utilized 
effectively for demonstrating publish/ subscribe communication model. The clients of same network 
can communicate with help of a communicationbroker.  Incase of intercommunication between 
different message brokers, message bridge can be deployed for run-  timeenvironment.  The 
communication scenario of MQTT Message broker with its clients in publish/ subscribe model is 
explained withconfiguration of Mosquitto message broker bridge for interoperabity of MQTT 
brokers. The SSL encryption can be applied for securingthe bridged communication among MQTT 
brokers in different communicationnetwork. 

Keywords- IOT Protocol; Application Layer Protocol; MQTT; Broker; Broker Bridge; Mosquitto; 
SSL Encryption. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of Internet of Things (IoT) articulates things interacting within its network of hardware 

devices, vehicles, home appliances and other devices with the help of software, sensors and actuators. The 

term IoT was introducedbyKevin Ashton in 1999 and the idea is rapidly progressing together with the 

advancement and extension of awiderange of remote systems, distributed computing and machine to 

machine communication. IoT embraces not only home systems, appliances and consumer products, but 

industrial, medical, agriculture, infrastructure, transport and other objects aswell [1]. 

Internet of things is shaping the evaluation of new internet era. IoT is intended to connect people 

anytimeanywherewith interconnected heterogeneous devices and smart objects between themselves and 

with internet.  As forIoT,thefuture IoT devices will also be multi-vendor, multi-services, distributed 

machines. The heterogeneous devices increasethe issue of non-interoperability which leads to 

unavailability or denial of services. The standards can resolve interoperability issue up to an extent within 

and between the  domains.  The standardized bodies are intended to propose rules for inter-operable 

protocols and openstandards [12]. 

 

IOT PROTOCOL 

IoT comprise of physical and virtual world. The physical sensor and actuators collect data with the help of 

software   and protocol deployed. IoT have its own protocol stack for communication among connected 

constrained devices as the IoT devices have limited energy resources, memorypower and processing 

capacity. The specially designed IoT protocols consider the limitations of constrained devices and 

functions accordingly. Application layer of IoT protocol stack is used for message transmission using 

COAP, MQTT, AMQP, XMPP, RESTFUL and Web-sockets [3]. All described protocols are used for 

message distribution functions that are common among many IoT applications under different 
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communication environment. The major communication models are as below [13]. 

• Request-Response 

• Publish-Subscribe 

• Push-Pull 

• ExclusivePair 

The highly implemented and used approach by industries for messaging is publish/ subscribe model in 

which subscriber showsinterestinspecifictypeofmessagesandpublishersends messages for the same. The 

message broker is responsible for executing publisher/ subscriber interaction model. The other 

communication model like request/response always dependant on server for passing the message which 

overload the server with approval of communication. In IoT many communication requires direct data 

exchanges without server interfere for real-timeapplication [20]. 

II. MQTT 

Message Queuing Telemetry Transport protocol is designed by IBM Corporation, Eurotechis. It is a 

broker-based publish/subscribe messaging protocol designed to be open, simple, lightweight and easy to 

implement. MQTT is highly preferred messaging protocol for constrained IoTdevices which uses 

publish/subscribe model for communication. MQTT is used for expensive networks having low 

bandwidth and unreliable connectivity. It runs on embedded device with limited processing capacity and 

memory resources [4]. MQTT is feasible option for wireless constrained device thatis experiencing non-

consistence latency and band width for unreliable connection. MQTT provides three levels of Quality of 

Service and security options using TLS/SSL. 

The original MQTT was designed as MQTT ver3.1 in 2013 for TCP/IP networks and has been in use for 

many years [4]. MQTT is light-weight protocol and thus it is suitable forM2M communication where 

network bandwidth important factor. It runs over TCP/IP and its publish/subscribe model make one-to-

many communication possible. MQTT imposes many levels of Quality of Service and needs a central 

broker for publish/ subscribe communication mode. MQTT libraries are available for major development 

platforms like C, Java, Arduino, Python, PHP, Javascript, Ruby and major mobile platforms like iOS and 

Android [7]. Fig.1 demonstrates the publish/subscribe communication model of MQTTprotocol. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Communication of MQTT Broker and Clients 
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MQTT Client: 

In the environment of publish/subscribe communication model which is supported by MQTT, the nodes 

known as client, shows their interest in specific topic and the message related to the topic will be 

published by the another client. The client who is involved in act of sending message is known as 

publisher and the client who is registered to receive messageis known as subscriber. The subscriber nodes 

will receive the messages of specific topic for which the publisher has published the message. Both 

publisher and subscriber works as clients for publisher/ subscriber communication model and each client 

is connected with broker. The subscriber does not need to be configured for any specific publisher nor 

publisher need to have information of subscriber. They are connected by a broker which is publishing the 

topic passed by the publisher. 

 
MQTT Broker/Server : 

In publish/subscribe communication model machine-to-machine, machine-to-mobile and machine-to-user 

communication is not possible without a central server. The message broker is the intermediary software 

that receives all the messages from the publishing clients and sends them tothe subscribing clients. It holds 

the connection to persistent clients. The message broker decouples the communication between publishing 

and subscribing clients so each client is not concerned about the other one. As publisher and subscribers 

are not directly connected, it decreases the chances of attack on any client and broker will manage such 

issues.  The broker acts as decision maker whichisa middle-ware and takes the responsibility of 

receivingall messages of publisher, filtering them and send it to the subscribers who have shown interest 

in the published topic. Many public and private brokers are available as per the requirement of 

M2Mapplication [9]. 

MQTT Broker/ Server can be classified in below three categories based on their implementation method, 

1. Self hosted/ Locally installed broker 

2. Cloud basedbroker 

3. Shared brokerapplication 

Self hosted/ locally installed broker are mostlyavailable for free and are open source which can be 

installed onyour local system for testing. Locally installed brokers have their own software requirements 

for installation and usage.  Mosquitto, Mosca, emqttd and VerneMQare some of the self hosted brokers. 

Cloud based brokers are available from providers and used for web based application hosting. Thereis no 

requirement of software for cloud based hosting but management is user’s responsibility. Google, IBM, 

Amazon andMicrosoftareprovidersofcloudbasedbroker. 

III. MQTT BROKERBRIDGE 

The local system configured with a broker and publish/subscribe clients may work for 

communicationamong the clients of same network. The requirement of communication with outside 

network can raise the issue asthe local network will be open up by connecting to any application or server. 

For such connection, the local MQTT broker can be connected with external broker by configuring bridge 

between both the system. A bridge is MQTT broker which is connected to external MQTT broker and can 

forward the messages to another network without exposing internal network.It is used for sharing 

messages between the system and can be used for making shared or remote MQTT broker network. 

The MQTT broker can be configured as bridge when the communication is required between two or more 

brokers. MQTT broker bridge can be used forcommunicationbetween different systems using publish/ 

subscribe model. The configured local MQTT broker bridge will be open for outside system and work in 

conjunction with external MQTT broker. Followingaretheadvantagesforusingthebrokerbridge, 

• The port of local network will not be exposed to outer network 

• Local clients cannot communicate with outside network directly 

• The messages can be forwarded to external network for specifictopic 
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• Local network may communicate with different external networks andclients. 

 

 

Fig. 2. MQTT Broker Bridge 

 

Mosquitto Broker Implementation: 

Mosquitto is licensed open source broker by Eclipse Public License (EPL) and Eclipse Distribution 

License (EDL). Mosquitto works for MQTT protocol versions 5.0, 3.1.3, 3.0 and it is suitable for all light-

weight devices from servers to single board computers [21]. It is suitable for low power sensors, mobile 

devices, micro controllers and embedded devices. Mosquitto can be implemented using available C 

libraries and command line client like mosquittopub and mosquittosub. For installing Mosquitto broker 

following are thesteps, 

• Download mosquitto-1.6.2-install-windows-x64.exe or mosquitto-1.6.2-install-windows-x32.exe as 

per the systemconfiguration. 
• Install the downloaded executablefile 

• Copy Mosquittodependancy files 32 bits or Mosquittodependancy files 64 bits folder and paste it to  

C: Program Files mosquittoor C: Program Files (0x86) mosquittorespectively. 
• GotoMosquittoinstallationfolderandcopythepath 

• Go to Edit system environment variable from Control Panel 

• It opens System Properties dialog box. Select 

Environment Variable. 

• SelectthepathfromsystemvariableandclickonEdit. 

• AddthecopiedpathattheendandclickOK. 

The mentioned steps will install Mosquitto for communication using publish/subscribe model. For testing 

the communication open three command windows for broker, publisher and subscriber. 

For initializing broker, type mosquitto -v in a command window. The subscriber can be started by 

mosquittosub -t ”topicname” in second window which listens all messages posted on mentioned topic. 

For publisher, type mosquittopub 

-t ”topicname” -m ”messagetext” in third window. The message published by publisher window will be 

received by subscriber window through Mosquitto message broker within the same network for 

publish/subscribe communication. The topic name on which publisher send messages must be sameas the 

topic name subscribed by the subscriber using the same broker. 

 

Mosquitto Broker Bridge Configuration: 

For communication between two different networks, the broker of local system can be configured as 

bridge by making changes in its configuration file. The configured local broker can publish the message 

of local network to the external connected broker. For publishing to external network, the external broker 
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must subscribe to the published topics of local network. 

The external broker will work only as message broker andit is not needed to be configured. The published 

messages from local broker will be received by external broker when subscribed on the same topic. The 

prerequisite for message forwarding is local and external broker uses the same network for connectivity. 

Followings are the configuration settings in mosquitto.conffile, 

• Address and port of remote broker, the default port for communication is1883 

• A client keyword/name 

• A topic on which publisher will publish message and subscriber will getmessage 

• Remappingoftheprocesswhenneeded 

• Directioncanbein,outorbothforpublish/subscribe 

• QoScanbe0,1or2 

• Localprefixandremoteprefixisoptionalattribute 

The format for topic bridging is, 

topic topicName direction QoSlocalPrefix/ remotePrefix 

FollowingisanexampleforBridgesectionofmosquito.conffile, which need changes for topic test to 

configure broker bridge, 

connectionbridge-test 

address IPAddress:PortNumber topictestboth1”””” 

In this example, IPAddress is the address of external broker with the PortNumber (default port is 1883) 

and topic name is ”test” with direction is ”both” (in and out), Quality of service 

is”1”andin/outprefixisnone. 

topic test in 0 ”” ”” topic test out 0 ”” ”” 

both entries are equivalent to topic test both 0 ”” ”” 

Following entries define that any client publishes the message on any topic which is connected to broker-

1, would send the message to broker-2 and client connected to broker-2 publishes the message on any 

topic would be sent to broker-1. 

topic # in 0 topic # out 0 

The published messages from broker-1 is sent to broker-2 and vice a verse as both brokers have 

subscribed to all the topics by mentioning # in topic name. 

Topic Bridging with Remapping: 

The topics can be remapped using the topic prefix. The topic prefix can be mentioned after value of QoS 

in the entry in mosquitto.conf file. The local prefix and remote prefix can be used for remapping of the 

topic. The local broker remaps the subscription of the local topic can be mentioned asfollows, 

localprefix+ topicname eg. broker1/topic1 

The remote broker remaps the subscription of the local topic can be mentioned as follows, 

remoteprefix+ topicname eg. broker2/topic1 

The broker1 in the above example is local/internal broker and broker2 is remote/external broker where 

broker1 is configured as bridge. 

Example for local prefix: 

topic topic1 both 0 ”” ”” or topic topic1 both 0 

The above entry exclaims that incoming message of topic1 to broker1 will be bridged to broker2 for the 

same subscribed topic. Also the incoming message to broker2 of topic1 will be sent to broker1. The local 

broker broker1 removes the prefix and forward the message as topic1 to the local clients who subscribed 

on the sametopic. 

Example for remoteprefix: 
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topictopic1both0””broker2/ 

The above entry exclaims that incoming message connected to broker1 on the topic topic1 to will be 

bridged and remapped to broker2 as broker2/topic1. Also the incoming message of client connected to 

broker2 on topic broker2/topic1 will be sent to broker1 asbroker2/topic1. 

Multiple Broker Bridging: 

In local and remote broker communication using bridgeit may happen that the communication fails 

because of the unavailability of remote broker. For such exception handling scenario of real time 

communication, multiple broker bridging concept come in existence.  Here the local brokerwhichis 

configured as bridge can mention two IP addressesin configuration file. The first IP address represents the 

primary broker and second IP address as secondary broker for bridged communication. The local broker 

creates bridged connection to remote broker using first IP address in configuration file.   In case the 

bridged connection fails to remote broker, the second IP address is used for communication. The original 

connectionisrestoredwhenfirstIPaddressofremotebrokeris available and it is handled by round-robin 

settings. According to round-robin setting, it could set to either true or false. When round-robin is set to 

false, first IP address is considered as default/main address for bridged communication. The second IP 

address will be used for communication in case default connection fails, but it will continuously check 

availability of main IP address and reconnects to the default broker. In case round-robin is set to true, all 

mentioned IP addresses are considered equal and gets connected to IP address in sequence till it fails. It 

reconnects to next IP address if the previous IP address is not available. 

Authentication of Remote Broker in Bridged Communication: 

This bridged connection works when the local and remote brokers are connected using the same network.  

Inrealtime communication when local and remote broker belongs   to different networks, the 

authentication is required. For authenticating remote broker, the username and password of remote broker 

is required to mention in configuration file as #remoteusername and #remotepassword. 
Mosquitto Bridge with SSL Encryption: 

In case both local and external broker uses differentnetwork connection, then local broker is required to 

configure for remote connection using SSL certificate. For security, mosquito broker provides support of 

TLS/SSL by generating authority by self-signed certificate and a key. Mosquitto broker provides two 

methods of encryption for bridged connection. 
1. CertificateEncryption 

2. Pre-Shared KeyEncryption 

 

 
Fig. 3. Bridged Connection with SSL Encryption 

 

For both the types of encryption, Broker-1 configured as bridge and Broker-2 is configured for SSL 

encryption server. The brokers are part of different networks in this case andthus needed SSL encryption 

for communication. As shown in Fig. 3, Broker-1 will work as SSL client which is configured as bridge 

and there is no need of SSL encryption for local communication. Broker needs to be configured 
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asSSLserver and requires encryption. In case of Certificate encryption, 

server’snameandportnumberissharedwithSSLclientsothe listener can be implemented by configuring CA 

File. For PSK (Pre Shared Key) encryption, pskhint andpskfileentries are required to modify. In pskhint 

specifies the connection  to ensure the encryption using PSK and pskfile holds the hexa-decimal key. The 

key of SSL server (Broker-2) must be shared with SSL client (Broker-1) in advance so the communication 

with SSL encryption can occur in bridged connection. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The interoperability among different brokers using MQTT protocols is implemented by configuring local 

Mosquitto broker. The Mosquitto message broker is used to implement bridge for communication by 

changing its configuration settings.Thebrokerbridgeisusedforforwardingthemessages published in local 

network to the external network by connecting its broker. The topic on which the brokers have subscribed 

messages can be remapped by specifications of message. Also multiple brokers can be connected for 

bridge implementation by mentioning two or more IP addresses of external brokers. The different systems 

using same network need to change its configuration file without any security concern while 

communication between different network needs to setup TSL/SSL certificate for secured connection by 

self generated SSL certificate orpre-sharedkey. 
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